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Book-Pourri
REVIEWS

BY

VERA

E.

MILZ

The last leaf hasfallenfrom my
trees, and my garden is put to bed for
the winter. After a delightful autumn
with lots of days to be outside, it's time
to cozy up by a warm fire, and enjoy a
good book! There's nothing I like better
on a cold winte'J'Y day! If you have a
favorite book that you can recommend
to others, please share it with me for a
future column. Send your reviews to:
1750 Woodgate Dr., Troy, MI 48083.

Howard, Kim. In Wintertime.
(Lothrop, 1994, $16.00, ISBN 0-68811378-8 TR).
When a little girl goes to visit her
grandmother in the wintertime, it is a
time for her grandmother to tell stories
of her childhood in Norway. The grandmother tells of the time when the sun
slept, and how she went by train to visit
her grandmother each Friday during the
dark time of the year . What an enjoyable visit, and a great way to encourage
your students to ask their grandparents
what it was like when they were young.

WINTERTIME SPECIALS

Easterling, Bill. Prize in the Snow.
Illustrations by Mary Beth Owens. (Little
Brown, 1994, $15.95, ISBN 0-316-224898).
A young boy wants to be a hunter like
his older brother. He sets up a box trap,
and finally catches a rabbit after a long
wait. However, when he does, he is
faced with mixed feelings when he discovers the animal is starving and near
death because of the deep snow covering its food. This touching story of their
brief encounter will warm your heart.

Lerner, Carol. Backyard Birds of
Winter. (Morrow, 1994, $16.00, ISBN 0688-12819-X).
This is an outstanding reference featuring over forty birds that might come
to visit during the winter months. Basic
advice on food and feeders is given, as
well as a chapter telling how birds cope
with winter weather. Full color pictures
make identification easy, and specific
food preferences are listed. I'm putting
this book near my classroom window,
along with a bird feeder outside, and
encouraging my students to look out the
window this winter.

George, Jean Craighead. Dear
Rebecca, Winter is Here. Illustrations by
Loretta Krupinski. (HarperCollins, 1993,
$14.89, ISBN 0-02-021140-7).
On the first day of winter, a grandmother sits down to write her granddaughter a letter. In it, she captures the
essence of winter as she describes the
changes found in the great outdoors, and
how the earth's creatures respond. She
promises to write when summer returns,
and I hope that the author shares her
thoughts about summer with us in
another book.
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

London, Jonathan. Liplap's Wish.
Illustrations by Sylvia Long. (Chronicle,
1994, $12.95, ISBN 0-8118-0505-0).
When Liplap awakens to find the first
snow of the year, he can hardly wait to
build a snowbunny. It is then he realizes
that his grandmother isn't there to help
him. She died during the past year, and
he still can't believe he'll never see her
again. Then his mom tells him of the
46
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bunny legend that when bunnies die,
they become stars in the sky and watch
over us. This is a tender story of loss,
love and remembering! It reminded me
of Tamie dePaolo's Nana Upstairs and
Nana Downstairs which has comforted
so many children over the years as they
faced the loss of a loved one.

all have a unique twist when Juan Bobo
does it.
Bernhard, Emery & Durga. The Tree
That Rains: The Flood Myth of the
Huichol Indians of Mexico. (Holiday
House, 1994, $15.95, ISBN 0-8234-11087).

Hardworking Watakame and his dog
work in the fields everyday. For four
days, he finds that the fig tree that he
has chopped down is growing back the
next morning. He discovers that GreatGrandmother Earth has cast a spell and
in five days there will be a great rain.
She shows him how to survive, and he,
his dog, and the fig tree become part of
the rebirth of the earth.

Rogasky, Barbara, Selector. Winter
Poems. Illustrations by Trina Schart
Hyman. (Scholastic, 1994, $15.95, ISBN
0-590-42872-1 ).
The words of twenty-five poems bring
us the beauty of wintertime. They were
written over a span of one thousand
years, and the voices of poets such as
Shakespeare, Frost, Lilian Moore, Emily
Dickinson, and others create a picture of
this magical time of year. The illustrations contain the artist's family, as well
as scenes of the New Hampshire countryside where she lives.

Czemecki, Stefan and Timothy
Rhodes. The Hummingbird's Gift.
Illustrations by Stefan Szemecki.
(Hyperion, 1994, $14.89, ISBN 1-56282605-0).
In the tiny village of Tzintzuntzan, the
hummingbird is known for a great service it once performed. During a terrible
drought, all the wheat turned to straw,
and the birds had no water. The farmer's
wife put sugar water into tiny clay pots,
and in gratitude, the birds showed the
farmer and his wife how to weave the
straw into tiny figures which could be
sold for the Day of the Dead festival.
Many of the beautiful woven figures are
shown in the illustrations and on the
endpapers of the book.

Simon, Seymour. Winter Across
America. (Hyperion, 1994, $14.95, ISBN
0-7868-2015-2).
Text and photographs take the reader
on a winter's journey from the Pacific
coast where gray whales migrate, to the
deserts of the Southwest, to the warm
waters of the Everglades, to the ice
storms of the Midwest, to the blizzards
of the Northeast. Winter has many
forms, and it is beautifully captured in
-this exquisite book.
TALESWITHA
SPANISH CONNECTION
Bernier-Grand, Carmen T. Juan Bobo:
Four Folktales from Puerto Rico.
Illustrations by Ernesto Ramos Nieves.
(HarperCollins, 1994, $14.00, ISBN 0-06023389-3).
Whenever Juan Bobo wants to play,
Mama has something for him to do.
Young readers will laugh at what happens when he gets to work. Taking care
of the pig, selling syrup, getting water
from the stream, or visiting Senora Soto
MI CHIGAN READING JOURNAL

Gonzalez, Lucia M. The Bossy Gallito.
Illustrations by Lulu Delacre.
(Scholastic, 1994, $14.95, ISBN 0-59046843-X).
This Cuban folktale tells of a bossy
rooster who dirties his beak on the way
to the wedding of his uncle the parrot.
He orders the grass, the goat, the stick,
fire, and others to clean his beak but
they will not. Finally, his friend, the sun,
consents and sets off a chain reaction
until his beak is clean, and he is off to
47
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or lady-like. Frida tries to do better, but
at Fiesta, a high-stakes bet is made on a
horse race, and Frida has only a few seconds to decide to ride, or if it would be
better to please Mama. Girls will identify
with this feisty, independent heroine
who saves the day! As usual, Lattimore's
carefully researched illustrations bring
another era and place to life for today's
readers.

the wedding.
Johnston, Tony. The Tale of Rabbit
and Coyote. Illustrations by Tornie
dePaola. (Putnam, 1994, $14.95, ISBN 0399-22258-8).
In Mexico, it isn't the man who lives
in the moon, but instead it is the rabbit.
This tale of a tricky rabbit, who outwits
coyote, will bring smiles to the reader.
After playing many tricks on the coyote,
rabbit escapes to the moon. Coyote cannot find the ladder that Rabbit used to
climb up, and so to this day, he sits
howling at the moon, for he still is furious with Rabbit.

Ober, Hal. How Music Came to the
World. Illustrations by Carol Ober.
(Houghton Mifflin, 1994, $14.95, ISBN 0395-67523-5).
This beautiful book retells a Mexican
legend in which the sky god and the
wind god bring music from the sun to
the earth. The earth is silent while high
above, the sun's courtyard is filled with
music. The sky god decides that music is
needed to wake up the world, and he
sends the wind god to bring back the
best singers and musicians. He does and
from that day, earth has been filled with
music.

Mathews, Sally Schafer. The Sad
Night: The Story of an Aztec Victory
and a Spanish Loss. (Clarion, 1994,
$16.95, ISBN 0-395-63035-5).
In this book, the author traces the
Aztec presence in Mexico from its mystic origins to the recent discovery of
gold bars lost by the Spaniards on the
night of the last battle won by the
Aztecs. The Spanish explorer, Cortes,
was welcomed by the Aztecs as a god
and he and his army were given many
golden treasures, but they captured the
Aztec king, Moctezuma, and slaughtered
many Aztec warriors. When the remaining Aztecs were able to overpower the
Spaniards who tried to flee with the treasure, history recorded this as "The Sad
Night." A year later, the Aztecs were
conquered and their ancient city
destroyed. This historical record is illustrated in the style of Aztec codex art.

MICHIGAN CONNECTIONS
Howard, Ellen. The Tower Room.
(Atheneum, 1993, $13.95, ISBN 0-68931856-1).
This book for middle-grade children,
by an author who lives in ~alamazoo,
focuses on Mary Brooke Edwards who is
going to live with her Aunt Olive in a
small Michigan town. Her mother has
died, and she believes she will only have
to stay until her long absent father
comes for her. The house where they
live is like a castle, and it has a tower
room, but it was sealed off long ago.
Getting used to her new life is difficult,
and Mary Brooke finds a way to get into
the tower room where it becomes a
place of refuge for her. This is a sensitive novel of dealing with the problems
of the past and growing up with her real
future and those who love her.

Lattimore, Deborah Nourse. Frida
Maria: A Story of the Old Southwest.
(Browndeer Press/Harcourt Brace, 1994,
$14.95, ISBN 0-15-276636-7).
Frida Maria is all excited about
Fiesta, but her high-spirited preparations
do not please her mother. She even turns
her dress into pants so she can ride her
horse, Diablo. Mama continually tells
her that what she is doing is not proper,
MI CHI GAN R EAD I NG J OU RNA L
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Quite Knight. Illustrations by J.H.
Stroschin. (Henry Quill Press, 1994,
$15.00, ISBN 1-883960-13-4).
In this picture book poem by a Uticabased author, Sun Day questions the
task that he must complete in order to
attain knighthood. He is given the task of
defeating the Troll Beast who controls
Mulberry Bridge, and he sets off with his
dragon and a large stack of books to
complete his quest. He does meet the
test in his own unique way which allows
him to be the person he wants to be, and
still satisfy his father, Sir Knight. This is
a great book for fans of medieval days,
as well as reading! The illustrator of this
book hails from Fremont, Michigan.

hike, and it proves to be quite a rugged
one as they get lost on their way.
However, they soon find their way out of
the predicament by looking for the wool
they lost along the way, and end up safe
and sound in their shed by book's end.
The sparse, but meaningful, text is perfect for young readers.
Small, David. George Washington's
Cows. (Farrar Straus Giroux, 1994,
$15.00, ISBN 0-374-32535-9).
This tongue-in-cheek rhyme by a
Kalamazoo author is set at Mount

Mellon, Stephanie. A Bear in The
Chair. Meltec Enterprises, 1994, $6.95,
ISBN 0-9637414-1-1).
This beginning reader book gently
plays with rhyme, rhythm, and repetition
as a little boy looks for someone to
share a good book with him-perhaps a
bear in a chair. This author/illustrator
lives in Troy, Michigan.
Vernon where George Washington's
cows wear dresses and have their own
bedroom, his pigs wear wigs and serve
dinner, and his sheep are scholars who
study the stars. With such a well-organized farm, what is there for poor
George to do? You'll have to read the
book to find out the surprise answer.

Shaw, Nancy. Sheep Take a Hike.
Illustrations by Margot Apple. (Houghton Mifflin, 1994, $13.95, ISBN
0-395-68394-7).
Nancy Shaw

Sheep 1a e a Hike
l!k1Stmled b y ~ Apple

Tompert, Ann. Grandfather Tang's
Story. Illustrations by Robert Andrew
Parker. (Crown, 1990, $16.00, ISBN 0517-57487-X).
Llttle Soo asked her grandfather to
tell her a story about the fox fairies. In
Chinese folklore, fox fairies can change
themselves into other creatures at will
and are said to live for eight hundred to
a thousand years. Grandfather Tang
obliges and uses the pieces of a tangram
puzzle to create the animals into which
the fox fairies transform themselves
with their magic powers. This is a

The six zany sheep created by an Ann
Arbor author return again for another
adventure. This time they are off for a
MI CHI GAN READING JO URNAL
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delightful book which incorporates multicultural aspects as well as geometrical
relationships.

Fireman

Small

Reviewed by Pat Wolf, WMU Master's
student.
Whelan, Gloria. Bringing the
Farmhouse Home. Illustrations by Jada
Rowland. (Simon and Shuster, 1992,
$15.00, ISBN 0-671-74984-6).
In this book by a Mancelona author,
Grandmother has died, and the family
has come from all over to her farmhouse
to divide up her possessions. There are
many wonderful things, like the family
Bible with everyone's name in it, a platter with pink and red roses, and best of
all, just what Sarah wants, a quilt with
patches from things that Grandma had
sewed. Everything is placed in five equal
piles, and lots are drawn to see what
each family will take home with them.
After the drawing, trading begins. Will
Sarah get the quilt she loves so much?
This is a lovely story of family love and a
wonderful way for memories to be
passed from one generation to another.

sleep, he is awakened once more by his
grateful friends who want to say "Thank
you." Young readers will enjoy the
rhyming poem created by this Troy
author.
UNUSUAL & UNIQUE CREATIONS
Bale, Andrew. Doll's House Board
Books. (Little Brown, 1994, $14.95, ISBN
0-316-07972-3).
This miniature set of books comes in
its own case shaped like a doll house. In
the center between the six little books
are all the supplies to furnish this tiny
home. Young children will enjoy playing
with the little house, as they listen to the
stories that are set in various parts of the
home.

Willard, Nancy. An Alphabet of
Angels. (Blue Sky/Scholastic, 1994,
$16.95, ISBN 0-590-48480-X).
This alphabetic poem, by a former
Ann Arbor resident, combines text and
photographs to take the reader on a tour
of common and unusual guardian angels.
From the angel of books to the angel of
journeys to the angel of vegetables, you
can peek into the mysterious world of
celestial beings through the eyes of this
talented poet, folk artist, and photographer.

Fleming, Denise. Painting with
Paper: Papermaking fun for the entire
family. Holt, 1994, $16.95, ISBN 0-80503528-1).
This kit of materials includes a wooden papermaking screen and frame, a fullcolor poster with step-by-step instructions, sheets of colored paper, over 50
ideas for painting with paper projects,
and Count, a minibook version by the
author/artist. This is a great way to recycle scrap paper, and household discards,
such as coffee grounds, into handsome
handmade paper illlustrations. I have
always been fascinated by Fleming's
books, and am pleased she has shared

Yee, Wong Herbert. Fireman Small.
(Houghton Mifflin, 1994, $13.95, ISBN 0395-68987-2).
A fireman's life is never easy! Though
he has been up all night, and just wants
to sleep, he is called to rescue a cat, save
a bunny who has fallen down a well, and
put out a fire at a bakery. When he
returns to the firehouse to try to get to
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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her techniques with us.

with your students.

Hildebrandt, Greg. Greg
Hildebrandt's Book of ThreeDimensional Dragons. (Little Brown,

Weeks, Sarah. Crocodile Smile:
Hardcover Picture Book and Tape.
Illustrations by Lois Ehlert. (Harper
Collins, 1994, $24.95, ISBN 0-06-022867-9).
Ten songs are written about life as the
animals see it. They include a song by a
young panda as he listens to the chop of
the ax as the man destroying the bamboo thicket gets closer and closer, an
egret trying to discourage someone from
using her feathers for a hat, and the
skeleton of a triceratops sharing a bit of
firsthand experience, as well as many
others. Many of the animals pictured or
sung about are endangered, while some
are once again thriving in the wild. A
serious message is delivered in an attractive package.

1994, $18.95, ISBN 0-316-15240-4).
This isn't a book to be played with by
little hands, but it is the most striking
book I have ever seen about dragons.
The large pop-ups spring off pages filled
with dragon facts. The book features the
Wyvem, the Amphiptere, the Lindworm,
St. George's Dragon, and a Chinese dragon. It is quite a treasure!
Howe, James. Bunnicula Escapes.
fllustrations by Alan and Lea Daniel.
(Tupelo/Morrow, 1994, $14.95, ISBN 0688-13212-X TR).
Bunnicula is on the loose at the county fair. In this adventure, Chester the cat,
Harold the dog, and Howie the
dashshund can't find him, but the reader
can pull the tabs and lift the flaps to see
where the bunny pops up next. This is a
fun way to introduce children to the picture books and chapter books about this
fascinating foursome.

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. The 1995 Little
House Calendar. Illustrations by Garth
Williams. (HarperCollins, 1994, $7.95,
ISBN 0-694-00618-1).
Laura lives on in her wonderful
books! This calendar is only one of many
new items that will stimulate a new
interest in her work Be sure to check
for the new picture books, and chapter
books written about her and her family.

Philpot, Loma and Graham. Amazing
Anthony Ant. (Random House, 1994,
$13.00, ISBN 0-679-85622-6).
Children can sing their way through
this fun-filled book to the tune of "When
Johnny Comes Marching Home." As they
lift the flaps, they can complete each
verse, but don't stop here! At the bottom
of each page is a maze where they can
hunt for Anthony. This is truly an amazing book!

Wood, Audrey. The Napping House
Wakes Up. Illustrations by Don Wood.
(Harcourt Brace, 1994, $17.95, ISBN 015-200890-X).
It's hard to believe that the original
Napping House is ten years old. To celebrate, the Woods have created a pop-up
version of this wonderful book It's great
fun to see the words come to life as you
pull the flaps.

Rosen, Michael J. The Greatest Table:
A Banquet to Fight Against Hunger.
(Harcourt Brace, 1994, $18.95, ISBN 015-200028-3).
This is a twelve-foot long accordionbook with a poem and artwork by 16
well-known children's illustrators. They
invite you to share their table to aid the
fight against hunger. In its beautiful slipcase, this is a remarkable book to share
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

PICTURE BOOK BIOGRAPHIES
Brighton, Catherine. The Brontes:

Scenes from the Childhood of Charlotte,
Branwell, Emily and Anne. (Chronicle,
1994, $11.95, ISBN 0-8118-0608-1).
With text drawn from the diaries of
Charlotte Bronte, the author/illustrator
51
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ferent today, but instead only her legend
lives on. This carefully researched biography of a strong-willed, intelligent
woman certainly adds a new dimension
to her story, and will be enjoyed by your
students. Bibliographic information is
included for further research.

tells us about their childhood and how
they came to write books. Even as children they wrote down their imaginings
on scraps of paper made into miniature
books, and later ideas often grew out of
their childhood experiences. Every
young writer should enjoy this book!
dePaola, Tomie. Christopher: The
Holy Giant. (Holiday House, 1994,
$15.95, ISBN 0-8234-0862-0).
Long ago, in the land of Canaan, lived
a giant of a man named Reprobus. He
was very strong and wished to serve the
most powerful king in the world, so he
set off on a quest to accomplish this
goal, after which he became known as
Christopher, the patron saint of travelers. There is a question as to whether he
historically existed, but his legend lives
on for today's children in this fine picture book.

A COLLECTION OF NOVELS
George, Jean Craighead. Julie.
(HarperCollins, 1994, $15.00, ISBN 0-06023528-4).
This is the long-awaited sequel to the
Newbery-Award winning Julie of the
Wolves. In it, Julie returns to her father's
house, and discovers that life has
changed while she survived on the
Alaskan tundra. Her father has taken a
new wife and has forsaken many of the
Eskimo ways. Worst of all, he has threatened to kill Julie's wolves if they threaten the musk oxen raised by the village.
She also has to deal with the growing
attention of Peter who tries to win her
heart. Julie is a determined young
woman who is able to face all the challenges of growing up in her rapidly
changing world. The book is a satisfying
continuation of her story.

Giblin, James Cross. Thomas
Jefferson: A Picture Book Biography.
Illustrations by Michael Dooling.
(Scholastic, 1994, $16.95, ISBN 0-59044838-2).
This book documents Jefferson's
many talents as a lawyer, a musician,
and the designer of Monticello, his beautiful home. It also presents the conflicts
he had about slavery-although he knew
it was wrong, he himself was a slave
owner. Our third president was indeed a
complex personality, and his contributions to American democracy are well
noted in this fine volume.

James, Mary. Frankenlouse.
(Scholastic, 1994, $13.95, ISBN 0-59046528-7).
Nick comes from a long line of military men and is a cadet at the academy
that his father administers. However,
Nick's main interest is in becoming a
cartoonist, and he has created his own
strip with characters who are all book
lice. While sorting out his own life, he
also becomes involved in the troubled
lives of several other cadets. Each has to
meet his own particular challenge in
growing up in this funny, but sensitive
book.
Lasky, Kathryn. Beyond the Burning
Time. (Blue Sky/Scholastic, 1994, $13.95,
ISBN 0-590-47331-X).
This carefully researched historical
novel is rooted in the time of the Salem

Stanley, Diane and Peter Vennema.
Cleopatra. Illustrations by Diane
Stanley. (Morrow, 1994, $15.00, ISBN 0688-10413-4 TR).
This book is about a woman who
dared to dream of a world united under
Egyptian rule. She was a Macedonian
Greek descended from a general who
received Egypt as his part of the vast
empire controlled by Alexander the
Great. If she had succeeded over the
Romans, our world would be quite difMI CHI G AN READIN G JO U RN AL
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assessment to her sixth-grade students.
She helps them prepare their own portfolios, reflect on their learning, and
share their successes and problems with
their parents. The author shares what
has worked for her, as well as vignettes
of actual conferences, to make this book
a very practical and helpful book for
teachers.

witch trials. Although it is a work of fiction, many of the events occurred, and
many of the people mentioned actually
lived during these troubled times. The
Chase family is fictional, yet their story
might have happened as people were
caught up in the hysteria of the day.
Twelve-year-old Mary Chase is afraid but
curious about the strange behavior of
her friends, while her brother is in
Boston learning the ship-building trade.
Her mother struggles to run the family
farm after her father dies, and as she
succeeds she is accused of being a witch
and jailed. The farm is confiscated and
everything they own is gone. It is up to
the two children to rescue their mother
from a certain death. This is a powerful
book with a message for today's students. It is certain to be considered for
the 1994 Newbery Award.

Ohanian, Susan. Who's in Charge: A
Teacher Speaks Her Mind. (Boynton
Cook/Heinemann, 1994, $19.95, ISBN 086709-339-0).
This is a collection of materials written by a dedicated teacher. It includes
letters written to editors, articles published in magazines, and poetry. She
writes about topics as diverse as
Japanese educational methods, the
basalization of literatme, problems with
a literary canon, and much more. You
may not always agree with Ohanian, but
her concerns for children and the profession are very real and will give you plenty of food for thought.

Wallace, Bill. True Friends. (Holiday
House, 1994, $14.95, ISBN 0-8234-11419).

Courtney Ann Brown is a sixth grader
in a new school. All is going well as she
is accepted by the most popular girl in
the class, as well as becoming a cheerleader. But as the year progresses, things
begin to fall apart. Her stepmother and
brother are constantly fighting, her
brother is arrested for something he
didn't do, her father's business fails, and
she is accused of stealing her class's picture money. Her new friends turn their
back on her, but Judy, a handicapped
girl, provides the support needed for
Courtney to stand up for herself and smvive her problems. The book is aptly
named!

Routman, Regie. The Blue Pages:
Resources for Teachers from
Invitations: Changing as Teachers and
Learners K-12. (Heinemann, 1994,
$13.50, ISBN 0-435-08835-1).
Now available separately, with over
60% new material, the section of
Invitations, known as "the blue pages"
has been expanded and revised to provide a comprehensive list of annotated
teacher resomces. From professional
books to children's literatme to journal
articles, it is a vast resomce to help busy
classroom teachers. If you already own
Invitations, this book will update your
copy, but it is bound in all new copies of
the full book.

PROFESSIONAL READING
Austin, Terri. Changing the View:

Student-Led Parent Conferences.
(Heinemann, 1994, $14.50, ISBN 0-43508818-1).
In this book, the classroom teacher
author o:f:fers the responsibility of
MI CHIGA N RE ADIN G J OU RNA L

Dr. Vera E. Milz is a first/second
grade teacher at Conant Elementary
School in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
She is a Past President of the Oakland
County Reading Council.
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MICHIGAN READING ASSOCIATION

BEST SELLING
PUBLICATION
4th Printine
More than 3000 copies sold/

Linking:
Developing Strategic
Headers and Writers in the
Primary Classroom
Link your classroom experiences to
current research and practice. Based
on the work of Regie Routman and
Morie Cloy, topics include
developmental awareness and
strategies for reading and writing,
plus advice on various types of
assessment. By Michigan Reading
R·ecovery teacher Stevie Brinkerhoff.
© 1993, 77 pages, 8 1/2 x 11, spiral bound, K-4;
$8.00

Celebrate Heading
Your students will ask for more and more
books when you celebrate reading with
these lessons, author profiles, and
motivational activities. Perfect for
planning events like Morch Is Reading
Month. By Michigan educators and
authors of The Random House Co/endor
for Kids 1990-1996 M. Holtschlag and
C. Trojanowski.
© 1993, 72 pages, 8 1/7. x 11 softbound, K-8;
$7.00

Newspaper Activity
Sampler
Over 300 creative newspaper activities to
integrate social studies, mathematics,
science, health, literature and writing.
Edited by Dr. Leonie Rose, Professor of
Teacher Education Qt Central Michigan
University.
© 1991, 36 pages,8 1/2 x 11 packet, K-12; $3.00

Kaleidoscope
Outstanding student writing to shore with your class! This collection of prize winning
writings by Michigan young authors con serve as models to motivate your students.
lndudes a resource list of publishers of student writing. Edited by Michigan educator and
Christo McAuliffe Grant Winner Judy O'Brien.
©1994, 40 pages, softbound, grades K-12; $3.50

Perspectives on
Assessment

Content Area Bookmarks
Effective reading strategies at your
fingertips - just tuck these information
packed cards into your lesson plan books
for practical easy-to-use techniques.
© 1991, 18 4 x11 cords, all grades; $6.00

Stole of Heading
Boso/ Bookmarks
Not just for basals- a MUST HAVE for
literature and nonfiction. 26 handy
reference cards loaded with teaching tips
from Karen Wixson, Scott Paris, Beau Fly
Jones, Laura Roehler, and more.
© 1988, 26 4 x 11 cards, all grades; $4.50

Prominent national and regional
educators share theory and current
practice on classroom and standardized
assessment, what to do before and ofter
the MEAP, using reading/writing
portfolios, and more. Designed to help you
make effective instructional decisions.
Edited by Robert Smith, Adjunct Instructor
at Michigan State University, and Deonna
Birdyshaw, Curriculum Consultant.
© 1993, 219 pages, 6 x9, softbound, K-12; $8.00

Make checks payable to
Michigan Reading Association,
5241 Plainfield NE, Suite I,
Grand Rapids, Ml 49505.
Sorry, no purchase orders
accepted.
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Please send the following:

POST AGE AND HANDLING: $2 for first item and
$1 for ea<"h additional item.
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